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A Comparative Study of Domestic and
Overseas Shipping Financing to Build the
Capacity of Shipping Financing in Korea

1. Purpose
▸This study aims to understand the external competitiveness of
Korea’s shipping financing by taking a comprehensive
perspective on the trends and industrial structures of domestic
and foreign shipping financing markets into consideration.
Furthermore, it intends to produce policy measures to
strengthen the capacity of Korea’s shipping financing.

▸While preparing new policy measures to facilitate the expansion
of shipping financing by private financial institutions, the study
seeks to find measures for what kind of roles should policy
financial institutions reinforce for shipping financing.
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2. Methodology and Feature
1) Methodology

2) Feature
▸With the application of the Generalized Diamond Model, this
study was able to produce objective indicators by quantifying
the competitiveness and to visually compare the competitiveness
of domestic and overseas shipping financing.
-

The study established evaluation factors for analyzing the
competitiveness of domestic and foreign shipping financing in
terms of conditions of production factors, conditions of market
demand, conditions of competition and conditions of relevant
and supporting industries. At the same time, it extracted
strengths and weaknesses per evaluation factors of Korea’s
shipping financing competitiveness.
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Overseas and Operational Cases’ to experts, the study extracted
objective and in-depth implications of shipping financing
carried out by major countries.
-

In addition, consultative meetings and interviews were carried
out targeting executive members of national flag carriers,
policy-makers relevant to shipping, those in charge of shipping
financing in financial institutions and relevant academic officials
and experts.

▸Researchers utilized the latest literature and statistics to analyze
preceding studies, while holding a consultative meeting under
the subject of the direction for the development of domestic
shipping financing to receive feedbacks and supplement the
contents of the study. Such methods have contributed to the
credibility of the study.

3. Results
1) Summary
▸Korea’s shipping financing has mainly depended on the
domestic shipping support system, which links the financing
with the shipbuilding export support system or the shipbuilding
industry.
-

The government supported the construction of 20 to 72 percent
of domestic ships until 1989 under the planned shipbuilding
policy, and later government agencies provided services,
xi
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▸Having entrusted a task named the ‘Shipping Financing in

including deferred-payment export financing by the Korea
Export-Import Bank, ship financing insurance and guarantee by
the Korea Trade Insurance Corporation, funds for the purchase
of ships by the Korea Development Bank, and ship funds by
the Korea Asset Management Corporation.
-

Furthermore, domestic shipping financing is shifting its focus
from lending to investing and has the characteristic of a
pro-cyclical investment centered on tramps.

-

Among Korea’s financial institutions for shipping, institutions
operating financial resources allocated by the government
(hereafter referred to as ‘policy financial institutions’) are taking
on a bigger role while private ones are shrinking, which has
resulted in the need for stimulation in the private sector.

▸As polarization rises in the European shipping financing sector,
alternative financing, such as Asia Lease, is increasing its market
share for small and medium-sized ship owners who have
difficulty financing.
-

European banks are closing the Balance Sheet Clean-up, which
began a decade ago, expecting the expansion of shipping
financing along with the participation of Asian investors.

-

Japanese ship owners have dealings with Japanese investors,
including large commercial banks, local banks, governmentbacked financial institutions, leasing companies, ship funds,
etc., instead of foreign financial institutions. Their way of
financing is called relationship banking based on the idea of
building long-term trust with financial institutions.

-
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China continues to grow in ship financing. The country uses
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banks while providing overseas shippers with ship financing at
low-interest rates on the condition that they import Chinese
ships.

▸Comparative analysis of shipping financing competitiveness
among major countries using the diamond model shows that
Korea is in good shape based on the shipbuilding market.
-

Korea is creating a stable shipping financing environment owing
to the quality of the shipbuilding industry and the effort of
restructuring ailing industries by policy financial institutions.

-

Europe tops the list by making the most of its advantageous
financial environment to secure competitiveness in overseas
markets instead of the domestic market, which lacks
procurement competitiveness.

-

Despite having a stable currency value and shipbuilding market,
Japan failed to innovate, creating stagnation in its flow of
shipping financing. China continues to strive for financial
competitiveness, which is managed by the government, but does
have some limitations.

-

Korea is expected to rise to the level of Europe if it adds
competitive advantages by entering overseas ship financing
markets, attracting shipping experts, and enhancing complementary
industries.

-

Analysis shows that Europe and Korea can complement each
other in shipping financing competitiveness. In other words,
Korea can improve its competitive edge by benchmarking
European competitiveness factors and cooperating with
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foreign currency reserves held by the central government and

European financial institutions.
<Result of Double Diamond approach for evaluating shipping financing
by nation>

2) Policy suggestions and relevant activities
▸Support measures for private shipping financing investors
include tax benefits on ship investments, active participation
of local banks in the shipping financing market, and support
policies for small and medium-sized shipping lines and
shipyards.
-

It is necessary to introduce tax exemption for local shipbuilders
and shipping liners to give priority to local banks when they
provide shipping financing as well as grant extra review points
to the institutions financing small and medium-sized shipping
liners and shipbuilders.
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Expanding the ship-backed bond and asset-backed loan market
will provide a variety of ways for domestic commercial banks
to participate in ship financing.

-

As a subordinated form of financing, it is necessary to convert
the nature of funds raised through ship investment companies
into mezzanine financing. In addition, extra measures, including
adding investment vehicles and allowing synthetic funds, should
be introduced to improve the current system, which is under
the two different acts of the Financial Investment Services and
Capital Markets Act and the Ship Investment Corporation Act,
and to empower the Ship Investment Company Act.

▸Policy financial institutions can play a bigger role when shipping
financing institutions expand their unique business areas, when
Korean won-based ship financing is introduced, and when the
Korea Ocean Business Corporation takes on the ownership role
for more ship orders.
-

The Korea Eximbank should use part of its own finances to
expand the scale of loan repayment guarantees and ship bond
guarantees of private commercial banks for ship financing.

-

The Korea Trade Insurance Corporation should strengthen
export-base insurance to allow national flag ocean-going
carriers to expand the fleet, while the Korea Development Bank
is necessary to expand the sheer size of shipping financing.

-

The Korea Asses Management Corporation (KAMCO), along with
the Korea Ocean Business Corporation, should enhance the role
as a tonnage provider and significantly increase the finance to
support this role.
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-

-

The Korea Ocean Business Corporation should expand the S&LB
program currently underway, serving the role as a specialize
tonnage provider (financial ship-owner).

▸It is important to establish a control tower directly under the
Prime Minister to coordinate a variety of interests among
government departments in order to carry out consistent and
sustainable shipping financing policies.
-

PR policies are required to raise the general public’s attention
to shipping financing and to address negative perceptions
towards supporting policies. In addition, public service
institutions should be in place for nurturing professional workers
in shipping financing, while managing investment risks.

3) Expected benefits including policy contribution
▸By visually and quantitatively identifying the competitiveness
level of domestic shipping financing, this study contributed to
establishing measures to strengthen the competitiveness of the
government and relevant industrial institutions.
-

Policy and business activities by relevant institutions will be
accelerated to make up for the shortfalls of competitiveness such
as expanding overseas investment projects by Korea’s shipping
financing and developing educational programs for securing
specialized manpower.

▸By suggesting a roadmap to build the capacity of shipping
financing, the study provided mid-to-long term step-by-step
policies and business activities to relevant institutions, which
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boost the competitiveness.
-

This study will enable relevant officials to establish and implement
deliberate measures to strengthen the competitiveness of
Korea’s shipping financing from short-term (within 2 years)
measures including modifying taxation to long term measures
such as establishing a control tower.
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will contribute to effective implementation of the measures to

